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WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

The library offers a free Medline and evidence 
based dentistry literature search service to all BDA members. 
 
Contact us with details of the topic you would like searched 
(medical or dental) and we will search Medline, Cochrane 
and various other online sources for articles and/or details of 
guidelines/policy documents and email or post the results 
back to you within 2 working days. 
 
You will receive a list of article references along with 
abstracts and a message to say if we have the particular 
journal available in the library as well as electronic copies of 
guidelines/policy documents where possible and references 
to them where not. 

Request a Medline 

search 

BDA Library packages consist of recent journal articles relating to 
a wide variety of dental topics collected together in separate 
files. They provide useful background information and may be 
borrowed in the same way as books. 
 
Why not browse our package on the history of dentistry in art 
and literature? 

Package 10-E 

History of Dentistry: 
Dental Art and Literature 

Other available titles include: 
 
Archaeology ⦁ Anthropology ⦁ Egyptology ⦁ Folklore  ⦁ Dentistry in 
Times of War ⦁ Dental Museums  ⦁ Armed Forces ⦁ Arctic, Antarctic 
and Polar Regions ⦁ Clinical Audit, Clinical Governance and Peer 
Review ⦁ Ethics ⦁ Health and Safety ⦁ Indigenous Communities ⦁ 

Dentistry Abroad ⦁ Musicians  ⦁ Research ⦁ 
 

AND MUCH MORE!   

 

BDA Library Packages 

visit www.bda.org/library for a full list 



DENTAL ART AT THE BDA 

A number of dental works of art, which form part of the BDA Museum 
collection, can be found on display at the BDA. These include both paintings 
and sculptures, along with a collection of historical oral health education 
material.  
 
Why not pick up one of our leaflets and see how many examples you can spot? 
 
Want to know more? 
 
The BDA Museum is based in the British Dental Association headquarters in 
central London and is open to everyone. From 19th century dental floss to 
toothache cures, clockwork drills to toothpaste adverts, there is more to 
discover than you might imagine. 
 
The Museum is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1pm–4pm, and at other 
times by appointment. Entry is free.  
 
A range of merchandise is also available.  
 
For more information on the BDA Dental Museum speak to a member of the 
Museum staff, or visit the Museum website at www.bda.org/museum. 
 
 

The Victim’s Guide to the Dentist 
 
In this  1993 collection of cartoons Roland Fiddy takes a light-hearted look at 
the life of the dentist  at work and leisure.  
 

Fiddy R.  Exley, 1993   D 020 FID  

Dentistry in the History of Art and Civilization 
 
In Dentistry in the History of Art and Civilization, authors Lässig and Müller 
trace the development and history of dentistry through its art. Gathering 
together over 380 paintings, drawings, caricatures, photographs and more, 
this is a comprehensive pictorial account of dentistry’s early years.  
 
Lässig HE, Müller RA. Elsevier, 1985   D 190 LAS 9M10 J Oversize) 

Dentistry: An Illustrated History 
 

Dentistry: An Illustrated History , Malvin E. Ring follows the story of dentistry 
from pre-Colombian America to the techniques and practices of the twentieth 
century. 

 
Ring ME. CV Mosby Co., 1985    

                D 190 RIN (M10 J Oversize)    Reference Only             

Pick up a leaflet 
and get spotting! 



More than 80 ebook titles are now available to read free of charge 
online, or to download to your PC, 24 hours a day. Logging in couldn’t 
be easier: 
 
1. Call 020 7563 4545 or speak to a member of staff to obtain your PIN 

number. 
 

2. Choose the textbook you would like to download. 
 

3. Log in with your membership number and PIN number to start 
downloading the books. 
 

4. Enjoy reading your textbook! 
 

Lots of great titles are available to log in and read, 
including: 
 

Clinical Problem Solving in Dentistry 
 

Cawson’s Essentials of Oral Pathology and Oral 
Medicine 

Medical Problems in Dentistry 
 

Planning and Making Crowns and Bridges 
 

Bleaching Techniques in Restorative Dentistry 
 

Harty’s Endodontics in Clinical Practice 
 
 

We operate a busy photocopying service for members for which there is a small 
charge (which we have to apply by law). The charge is £2.50 per article (£1.00 for 
undergraduate student members) posted or emailed (plus a £10.00 postal 
surcharge if you request 30 or more articles at one time because these will be 
sent by courier or Special Delivery). 

We subscribe to the majority of English language 
dental journals – in fact we are the most 
comprehensive dental library in Europe – however at 
certain times you may request an item that we do 
not have. We can try and obtain this for you from 
elsewhere but the charge for this service is £12.00 
for an article and £16 for a book. 
 
More information can be found in our guide on How 
to...obtain items from the BDA Library’s Document 
Supply Service. 

Did you know? 
 
The full-text of BDJ articles from 1999 to the 
current issue is available online to BDA 
members. You need to log-in to the BDA 
website and then click on the ‘BDJ’ link on the 
home page. 

http://www.bda.org/images/Photocopy-request-form.pdf

